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(Wa V
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fatiged,and drag hisfeet, or stands ill: (Skr,
0:) or a woman fatigued in co
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f ] And see 4, last sentence.
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of which

may be a Devls gape], occurring in a trad., means the gapas, 0 -

pL, (see 7, in two plaes,) signifies restfrom grief, or mocupied spaces, in the rank of men prayi~n
, accord. to Akh, A beater and mer
or mouring, orfrom dimme: (TA:) orfreedom [in the mosq~]. (L.) - See also c:, last senand
whitener of clotha; syn.;tl. (O.) - See
from d
,lty,
ditrss, or ritnes; u also tenee: - and see.,I
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which signifies, (IAr, O, 1J,) as pL of the first,
1 ,i, with et-, is an inf . [;pp of unity];
(,,) or of the second, (IAr, 0,) The op gs
and t I., with damm, is a simple aubat.: (IAyr,
"-j: seeC Sf, last sentence.
[or intestces] of thefge~s: (IAr, O, :) and
MYb:) or 1t;L4 relates to an afair or event; and
the
apertures, (IAp, 0,) or clefts, (]J,) of a rilt.0, applied to a bow [like
&c.]: see 7.
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ing: (IA§r, O, ]:) and also, (O, ],) aecord. to
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nearly the mme: the authority for the three
t ;,h!' of garment called] ,i [and i
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